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Does place really matter anymore?  Do the close-to-home, earth-bound facts of our lives 

still shape us in significant ways?  Do place and sense of place have much power in our lives, 

especially in an age of globalization, incessant mobility, the wonders of the digital world, virtual 

reality, and cyberspace?  With such tools at our disposal, are we freeing ourselves from the 

-bound tribalisms as many 

apostles of placelessness proclaim?  Are there spiritual implications to these questions?   Do 

religion and a sense of the sacred work best in a rooted or free-floating world?    

 morning, 

Elliott will help put them into sharper focus.  Paul Shepard, a biology professor and deep 

 who you are without knowing 

profoundly influencing the course of our lives.  Jack Elliott, a legendary Woody Guthrie/Bob 
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Dylan-like shape-shifting traveler, believed on 

deeply and are embedded at the core of our identity, while for Elliott such places are excess 

baggage best cast a

er to forget all 

that and focus on moving toward a wondrous future filled with transcendent hopes.  Staying put 

or moving on: Each of us can understand the appeal of each of these impulses.  That great 

inhabitant on the land, Henry Thoreau, for example, ec

asked about the secret of 

 

Which ideal reverberates most strongly in American culture and even in our lives here in 

chasing white whales?  The security of familiar place or the freedom of open space?  Planting 

roots and dwelling on the land, or heading off for greener pastures far away?  The answer seems 

obvious:  Hitting the open road--or river or ocean or airway or outer space or cyberspace--and 

other adventuers have advised: this has been our most popular practice.  Movement across the 

land has always had a deeper appeal than staying put and inhabiting a place.   

And so it has been from the beginning.  Almost the moment they touched the hem of this 

sprawling continent
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Euro-Americans have been 

footloose and fiddle-footed, a restless race of wanderers and nomads, explorers and adventurers, 

followers of Lewis and Clark, Charles Lindbergh and Neil Armstrong, rarely disciples of Henry 

Thoreau, John Muir, Paul Shepard, and other dwellers on the land.  Commenting on this restless 

tidal wave in our culture, Terry Tempest Williams  most radical act we 

 

Treating the land as open space rather than intimate place has characterized us from the start. 

As early as 1644, William Bradford lamented that young families were breaking away, heading 

agitation and centrifugal force driving Jacksonian Ame

he plants a garden and lets it just as the trees are coming into bearing; he brings a field into 

tillage, and leaves other men to gather the crops: he embraces a profession, and gives it up: he 

Surveying this churning American scene, Tocqueville concluded that these fidgety folk are 

forests which surround them till they fall beneath the hatchet.  Their eyes are fixed upon another 

sight: the American people views its own march across these wilds drying swamps, turning the 

 

Mobility, a frontiering fervor, and a compulsion to pave nature have marked Americans and 

their landscape throughout the twentieth century and in ever dynamic forms today.   During 
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the earth in the name of profits and progress.   In our own time, poet Wendell Berry describes 

sea look like 

land; as singer Joni Mitchell put it, we have a true talent for taking paradise and putting up a 

parking lot.   

And a rootless spirit fills the American language as well 

the rocking chair and the mobile home to keep on moving.   The massive, looming Ferris Wheel 

Home in 1927, or the continual destruction and reconstruction of shimmering ways stations like 

Las Vegas today might stand as a symbols of American mobility and detachment from place.  

For better or for worse, a boisterous, booming, expansiveness imbues our national psyche, 

and in the most famous statement ever made by an American historian, spoken fittingly enough 

in the shadow of the Ferris Wheel on July 12, 1893, Frederick Jackson Turner, located the source 

-

American intellect owes its most striking characteristics.  That coarseness and strength, 

combined with acuteness and inquisitiveness; that practical, inventive turn of mind, quick to find 

expedients; that masterful grasp of material things, lacking in the artistic but powerful to effect 

great ends; that rest

comes with freedom these are traits called out by the frontier, or traits called out elsewhere 
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These were stirring, insightful, and troubling words in 1893.  As if taking a cue from Turner, 

apostles of new frontiers of global capitalism, cyberspace, and virtual realities issue similar 

paeans to progress and placelessness today, and to cut to the quick and get to the heart of my 

message, I would like to argue that blind faith in these old and new frontiers has increasingly 

impoverished our lives at personal, environmental, and spiritually levels.  I know that this is a 

treacherous indictment putting me at risk of being a cranky reactionary and technophobe, but I 

believe one of the primary needs of our troubled world is a greater appreciation of the land we 

live on as place rather than space and a thorough rediscovery of the where of who we.  And I 

would hope that this earth bound recovery of the self will help us realize our connection to 

others, that echoing Alan Sillitoe, we will only learn to love other people when we begin to love 

the earth.  And perhaps in all of this there is a link to spiritual and sacred concerns.  

 This is all very mystical, a

tempted to riff on vivid death of nature scenarios in popular culture--the wasted earth and trash 

The Road--

 to each.   

 

1. Traveling Again, Dad?  by on-the-go executive, Mike 

County of 

Exiles  

 

2. The second example is a small article about online education published this spring in the 

Cal State Fullerton Titan magazine.  In this article, Communications Professor Paul Martin 
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Lester describes the present and future states of higher education.  (Read the two paragraphs 

from Spring 2008, Titan, p. 8.)   

3.   Cybergrace: The Search for God in 

the Digital World 

a place like heaven or the New Jerusalem where you can float, bodiless, as an 

Cybergrace; read and discuss.   

   What are the wider implications of these examples?  What do they tell us about the 

wonders and woes of mobility, cyberspace, and outsourcing nature?  At a personal level, far from 

being exhilarated by such technological wonders, they evoke a sense of loneliness, isolation, 

detachment.  book abounds with sadness of exile and, in a strange but 

no home and is restless as the river...The genius of America is that it permits children to leave 

home, it permits us to be different from our parents.  But the sadness, the loneliness, of America 

 rooms interacting 

through pixels on computer screens recalls the fourth-

experience of floating bodiless through cyberspace seems equally lost and lonely.  

 Are there any solutions to these grim scenarios?  The most obvious is to listen to  follow the 

example of Thoreau, Shepard, John Muir, Rachel Carson, Gary Snyder. Wendell Berry, and 

other inhabitants and learn to appreciate the subtle, yet all-inclusive power of place and nature in 

our lives.  To realize that everything takes place, and that no matter how high we may soar, we 

are in the end, organisms intertwined with the earth.  Earth bound humility can be strangely 
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exhila

 the words of my mentor, philosophical geographer, Yi-Fu Tuan, the 

boy, who pushes a sailboat in the neighborhood pond and believes he has conquered the ocean.  

No spatial triumph of man can give him ultimate confidence if it does not overcome the 

   

The power of place is ubiquitous, is taken for granted like the circumambient air we breath.  

The physical environment colors our very sense of the world; despite all that we do to control 

nature, the landscapes and settings and things of our lives imbue our attitudes and values, 

penetrate our thought and behavior.  Empirical studies demonstrate, for example, that the terrain 

of late childhood is especially potent, nurturing the developing intellect and dwelling in adult 

Annie Dillard has written,  

lived, and then my own name and what it was on earth I sought, and then at length the faces of 

my family when all this has dissolved, what will be left, I believe, is topology: the dreaming 

 

Remembering childhood places can unlock deep creative powers.  At middle age, after 

her marriage broke up, Canadian writer, Alice Munro returned to her hometown to care for her 

aging father. She discovered that the landscape she had hated as a child suddenly seemed like 

the most interesting place in the world. "People's lives in [my home town] were dull, simple, 

amazing, unfathomable

me [as a child] that one day I would be so greedy for [my hometown] ... to want every last 
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thing, every layer of speech and thought, stroke of light on bark or walls, every smell, pothole, 

pain, crack, delusion, held still and held together  

 I will end with a second equally cosmic but invigorating prescription that brings us back 

of us in particular and American culture in general needs a healthier balance between space and 

place, between the thrill of the open road and the famili

represent two basic needs and impulses 

in our lives:  Freedom and security, dwelling and westerning, the open road and home, cosmos 

and hearth, individualism and community, and much more.  They are distinct, yet part of a 

reciprocal relationship.  Like breathing in and breathing out, we need a healthy balance between 

Tuan writes.  Human lives are a dialectical movement between shelter and venture, attachment 

that we sorely need a 

to read one of my favorite passages in English literature and exchange between two dear 

The Wind in the Willows.  
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